This article focuses on the start of the ''war of the airwaves'' in Portugal. It provides data on the first foreign shortwave broadcasts in Portuguese, describing the background to those initial broadcasts and also analyzing their impact on Portuguese public opinion, as well as the degree of importance afforded such broadcasts by the Allies and the Axis Powers during World War II. Moreover, the article also details some of the strategies used by the warring nations to influence the editorial line of Portuguese radio stations.
On the political front, the Estado Novo was a single-party regime with the União Nacional party holding the monopoly on political activity. As Braga da Cruz states, the period of construction of the Estado Novo was marked "by the evident authoritarianism of the State, by political and socio-economic orientated leadership, administrative and police repression and by political control on the movement of workers and political opposition." 1 Even so, this type of authoritarianism was different to all others since Oliveira Salazar did not see the State as an omnipotent entity. The arrangement was that the State's power should be limited by Catholic morals, without which it would transform into a regime similar to Nazism which was deemed by Portugal's Head of Government to be permeated with an "aggressive, excessive, hateful nationalism". 2 The Constitution approved in 1933 established a series of rights including the freedom of expression, but in practice individual rights were very limited and censorship was one of the regime's pillars. Censorship was managed by the military from the beginning and it prevented a large share of the news from reaching the public. Texts that were totally or partially censored in the press had to be replaced since the publication of pages with blank spaces was not allowed. The public was to remain unaware of the quantity of news that was being suppressed. Between 1932 and 1936 the opposition press was totally silenced and the daily censorship routine was established. 3 During the initial period of Salazar's rule, radio broadcasting was not a main concern for the regime. In addition to the small number of receivers in the country, radio stations were mainly amateur and reached a very limited number of people. 4 For this reason, censorship of broadcasting only became law in April 1936. The radio landscape was then dominated by two main stations: the Staterun Emissora Nacional and privately owned Rádio Clube Português. All the information broadcast by State radio was controlled and this was tightened up after the outbreak of World War II. All international news had to be authorised for broadcast by the station's chairman. On the other hand, besides the internal censorship operating inside the station, the main news sources used by State radio were news agencies whose telegrams were also subject to censorship.
In Rádio Clube Português the control of information was also guaranteed a priori since the station was controlled by the Botelho Moniz family, a supporter of the regime. Rádio Clube Português played a decisive news role during the Spanish Civil War, taking the side of the nationalist forces led by General
Franco against the Spanish Republic ( Ribeiro: 2008) .
By the start of World War II, the only other station to broadcast news, besides
Rádio Clube Português and Emissora Nacional, was the Church-owned Rádio
Renascença. The news bulletins of that station were a summary of the news reported in the newspapers since the station did not have its own reporters. All the other smaller stations were forbidden from broadcasting news bulletins 5 and all texts read during programmes that could be considered news had to be authorised in advance by the station's censor. A censor on the station staff became mandatory following a decree law published on 21 September 1939. In fact, the regime took advantage of the outbreak of World War II to exercise greater control over the radio stations. The new legislation limited private broadcasting to those stations holding special authorisation from the Government, and compelled such stations to "bear the costs of having a Government inspector permanently on their premises." 6 Moreover, the smaller stations that operated in the regions of Lisbon and Porto were forced to share the same frequency, dividing the broadcasting schedule among them.
This media landscape paved the way for foreign broadcasts to achieve widespread recognition in Portugal. If it had not been for Salazar's censorshipbased media policies the public could have relied on news aired by the local stations or published in the local press. However, since both newspapers and radio stations only reported the news permitted by the censors, a thirst for more news was created and that could only be satisfied by listening to foreign stations. The BBC was "by far the most popular" 7 of all those broadcasting to Portugal, as will be detailed below.
The First Foreign Broadcasts
The Soviet Union had been the first country to broadcast in foreign languages and it was also the first to broadcast in Portuguese. Lenin swiftly understood the importance that radio could acquire as a means of internal and external propaganda. He fervently promoted the development of broadcasting through the creation of a radio laboratory that started experimental broadcasts in 1919 (Wasburn, 1992: 3) .
A decade later, a department for foreign languages was created within the Soviet broadcasting system and Radio Moscow was formally inaugurated in There is not much evidence to demonstrate how Radio Moscow was received in
Portugal at the time. Its popularity was not noticeable for several reasons.
Firstly, broadcasts were occasional and did not create listening habits.
Secondly, Soviet foreign broadcasts did not generally "take account of different national and cultural conditions and ways of life" (Whitton, 1942: 6) . They were dedicated to spreading the Bolshevist ideology, which made them mostly of interest to those who supported communism which had been identified by Salazar as the main threat to humanity. Moreover, after the political police imprisoned the main communist leaders in Portugal in 1935, the Communist Party would remain poorly organised up to the beginning of the 1940s (Pereira, 1999: 145-146 Portuguese once a week, on Thursdays at 10:30 pm. 9 The broadcasts were directed through shortwave transmitters and also reached the African colonies.
The Start of Broadcasts by the Axis Powers
Broadcasting would also play a particularly important role in Germany in the internal and external championing of the new regime, just as it had in the Soviet Games 2500 reports were broadcast in 28 languages" (Zeman, 1964 : 110), including Portuguese. It was an incredible vehicle for propaganda, particularly since it was the first time arrangements had been made for the simultaneous reporting of the Games.
The shortwave system, which was used "to supplement the reports of foreign broadcasters and to enlighten those countries who did not send their own reporters" (Zeman, 1964: 111) , was a success for the National Socialists who received messages of praise from several foreign radio representatives.
Furthermore, the Portuguese considered the reporting work of the Germans to be proof of German superiority in radio broadcasting. The 20 June edition of the Rádio Semanal (a weekly publication specialising in medium and shortwave broadcasts) did not hold back in its praise for the previously unknown capacity of German radio to broadcast the Games to almost the entire planet. 10 Besides being the country that invested most in broadcasts in Portuguese during the 1930s, Germany was the most interested of all the major powers in developing regular contact with the State-run Emissora Nacional station. The
Germans clearly dominated this period of propaganda, with a reach that extended beyond radio to include other cultural activities. Throughout the 1930s, the German diplomatic representation invested in the production of literature for different types of target public. The main target public was "military personnel and the forces of public order, those connected to universities and technical fields, and those working in the tax field. Journalists and artists were also targeted, but the Germans' had less success since those groups predominantly supported the English" (Telo, 1989: 14) . Moreover, employees of the Emissora Nacional and the National Propaganda Secretariat (SPN) visited
Germany and staff of the German radio station also made visits to Lisbon German shortwave broadcasts in Portuguese started in 1936 and were the first to have any impact on Portugal. The actual impact was, however, limited to a restricted group of people since the number of people owning radio sets at the time was still very small. Nevertheless, the German broadcasts in Portuguese were reported in the press and they received considerable attention from radio enthusiasts. Following the end of the Berlin Games, the transmission of news bulletins in Portuguese resumed in 1937 (Balfour, 1979: 37) . Besides reaching the African colonies, the broadcasts could also be tuned into mainland Portugal.
The same was true for the broadcasts transmitted to Brazil. It is, however, difficult to accurately know if reception conditions were satisfactory since all historical sources, particularly the Estado Novo's official archives and newspapers published at the time, only began to focus on the broadcasts from Berlin in the months preceding the outbreak of war. By the beginning of 1939, the schedules for shortwave broadcasts published in Rádio Semanal mentioned a daily news bulletin aired during the evening that could be listened to in
Portugal. 12 On a number of occasions, the British Ambassador in Lisbon expressed his concern regarding this bulletin and the impact it could have on influencing the Portuguese public opinion.
As the "phoney" war was coming to an end and Hitler was preparing his attack on Britain, the Germans started to advertise their broadcasts to Portugal in the main national newspapers 13 
The British Response
The British response to the German and Italian broadcasts in Portuguese was very effective. Nevertheless, it is also a fact that the BBC broadcasts to Portugal appeared much later than those of the Axis powers. Although the BBC Empire Service was one of the first in the world to produce regular broadcasts aimed abroad, the usage of radio broadcasting in foreign languages for propaganda purposes was considered to be something that only dictatorships did and not democratic regimes, due to the derogatory meaning that the concept of "propaganda" had acquired following the First World War. This fact explains why an ongoing debate on the nature of the concept of propaganda took place within the BBC during the second half of the 1930s and the first year of the Second World War. This discussion set those who believed propaganda to be beneficial against those who considered it to solely and exclusively produce negative results (Briggs, 1970: 177) . Moreover, the heavy investment in propaganda, particularly radio propaganda, by the Hitler, Stalin and Mussolini dictatorships generated a direct association in people's minds between "dictatorship" and "propaganda".
The association of these two concepts explains why the BBC only started to broadcast in a foreign language in January 1938, beginning with its Arabic
Service. This Service was created to counterattack Radio Bari (Winston, 2005: 286), a station operated by the Italians that, besides promoting the fascist ideology, frequently reported events that had not taken place. Such a strategy was based on Goebbels' philosophy, where the fact that the information was true or false was totally inconsequential provided that the lie could not be exposed. According to the Propaganda Minister of the Third Reich, "the policy of the news ... is a weapon of war; its purpose is to wage war and not to give out information" (Doob, 1985: 139) .
The BBC, on the other hand, advertised itself as opposing policies such as the airing of false news. Furthermore, contrary to its rival stations, the BBC had to deal with a funding shortage, which meant that each language service it established "involved discussion on a supplementary budget" with the Foreign
Office (Briggs,. 1970: 177) . 17 The first broadcasts in Spanish and Portuguese began in March 1938, following one such discussion. Those broadcasts were directed towards Latin America with the goal of attacking the anti-British propaganda that was being disseminated in the region at that time by the Germans. Nonetheless, of the three hours of programmes broadcast to Latin America only the news bulletins were in the local languages -all the talks and discussions were aired in English (Whitton, 1942: 34) .
Later on, Chamberlain's speech during the Munich crisis was broadcast on 27
September 1938 in French, German and Italian (Salt, 1942: 39) . "The BBC, for the first time, directly addressed Germans and Italians" (Whitton, 1942: 40) and, from then onwards, broadcasts to Europe were a regular occurrence as the Corporation finally established its European Service. Nevertheless, despite the multiple foreign services that were created in the months that preceded the beginning of World War II, the BBC had to deal with a lack of transmitters and also a lack of qualified staff to work on the foreign broadcasts, in particular "English switch censors who could understand foreign languages and English sub-editors" (Briggs, 1970: 177) . Despite the issues that were raised inside the BBC, the range of countries covered by the broadcasts rose from six to fourteen recorded in Portuguese. It seems that the same system is going to be used in Spain. 19 While the BBC was waiting for the arrival of transmitters that would enable broadcasts to more countries, the Foreign Office did not want to wait and was very interested in the possibility of "broadcasts in Portuguese for Portugal even before the new shortwave transmitters were available by the rearrangement of programmes". 20 This possible course of action was being analysed while the British Government was attentively monitoring Lisbon's stance towards the Treaty proposal made by Franco. The issue of broadcasting to Portugal was discussed at the BBC Board meeting on 12 January, at which the Governors decided to inform the Foreign Office that they were ready to undertake the broadcasts as soon as the Government expressed its official interest in the service and made the financial arrangements considered necessary to support it. 21 Besides the internal problems which had to be solved before the launch of broadcasts to Portugal, the BBC was also concerned with the lack of shortwave receivers available in the country. This issue led Sir Noel Ashbridge, Controller of Engineering, to warn that the potential number of listeners that could be reached in Portugal was very low. 22 The problem was on the agenda of Malcolm The committee considered a daily Portuguese news bulletin by the BBC to be highly desirable underlining that it "would be of special importance in the early days of a crisis when the position of Portugal might hang in the balance." 26 It therefore recommended that broadcasts should be preceded and accompanied by advertising in local papers so that they might reach as many listeners as possible from the outset.
The preparations for the broadcasts started in March. The aim was to produce a daily fifteen minute news bulletin for broadcast at 10 pm, which seemed to be the best available time that did not coincide with transmissions in other European languages. The time slot was proposed by the committee appointed by Sir Walford Selby, which meant that it was also a suitable hour for those that would presumably listen in Portugal.
The BBC broadcasts, despite their late start compared to those of the RRG, from February of that year, and from 27 April they were also included in the night-time broadcasts. 27 The space allocated in both cases was fifteen minutes immediately following the news bulletins. The number of broadcasts to Portugal was expanded later on to three, in May 1942, and four in October 1943.
28
In March 1943 the Portuguese Service underwent a major change. On 29
March, the evening news bulletin was rescheduled to 9:45 pm while the programme that followed was taken off the air and replaced by a re-broadcast of programmes in Portuguese received from the United States. 29 This led to protests from regular listeners as well as from the Ambassador Sir Ronald Campbell, 30 who had replaced Sir Walford Selby in the Lisbon Embassy in December 1940. The matter was later discussed in Washington by Viscount
Halifax. 31 As a result, the American broadcasts were suspended in May. 32 In the meantime, the USA had begun its own shortwave broadcasts to Portugal at the end of 1942. 33 The Voice of America's broadcasts never generated great interest and the number of listeners is estimated to have been quite low.
British and German Influence on Portuguese Radio Stations
The "war of the airwaves" also encompassed local Portuguese radio stations besides shortwave broadcasts. In addition to the exchange of programmes between foreign stations and the Emissora Nacional, which primarily occurred during the initial years of the war, (Ribeiro, 2005: 292) both the Germans and the British tried to influence the editorial orientation of Portuguese stations.
These attempts, however, proved to be almost impossible with the three largest Portuguese broadcasters that operated during the entire Estado Novo regime:
Emissora Nacional, Rádio Clube Português and Rádio Renascença. While Emissora Nacional was state-funded, the other two stations were the only ones authorised to broadcast advertising. This fact made them less permeable to foreign influence since they had their own guaranteed source of revenue.
The situation with regard to the smaller broadcasters was however very Following the alteration of its editorial line, the station requested official authorisation to change its name to Emissões Atlântico (Atlantic Broadcasts).
The request was not granted and therefore the station started to present itself as "Rádio Voz de Lisboa -Emissões Atlântico", which was subsequently considered to be an infringement of the law. As a consequence, the station was placed under the regime of "total censorship" for an entire month:
Once the State had satisfactorily concluded that the "Voz de Lisboa" station had deliberately disobeyed prevailing orders, its programmes were placed under total advance censorship, from the introductory words to the closing piece. All content had to be submitted to and approved by the official censor at least 48 hours before airing. This imposition shall remain in place for a set period of time, long enough to assure us of the station's good conduct. 36 Despite the problems that the station's alignment with the Allies was causing, Rádio Voz de Lisboa continued to challenge the local authorities over the months that followed. In November, it organised a party to celebrate the inauguration of its new studios. Representatives of the countries "with an Atlantic Ocean shoreline" were invited. 37 Lisboa. 38 The latter station started to broadcast in two different time slots, occupying its own broadcasting time and that which had belonged to Rádio Voz de Lisboa.
Conclusion
The broadcasts by the Germans to Portugal were the first to have any significant impact, despite broadcasts from the Soviet Union being the first to reach Portugal. The Germans had a propaganda structure in Lisbon at the start of World War II that was far superior to that of Great Britain and the transborder broadcasts in Portuguese were no exception to the rule. Furthermore, German diplomacy in Portugal was able to exert influence on the music played by various radio stations in the Lisbon region, with the aim of disseminating interest for German music and culture. The Nazi propaganda structures were well implanted in Portugal at the time that discussions in London on the creation of the Ministry of Information were still ongoing.
The Foreign Office only became interested in broadcasts by the BBC to Portugal when the Germans were broadcasting in Portuguese on a daily basis, a fact that greatly concerned the British Ambassador in Portugal. Nonetheless, the British response to the German head-start in radio propaganda would prove to be quite effective, partly fuelled by the lack of credibility of the broadcasts from Berlin which primarily focused on propaganda objectives. Moreover, the mainly pro-Allies sentiment that prevailed among the Portuguese public opinion allowed the Voice of London to become the most listened to station during the war and also led to various stations in the Lisbon region forging links with the British Embassy and British interests in Portugal.
Portugal's neutrality as well as its geographical location and its relations with neighbouring Spain made it a principal propaganda target for both the Allies and Axis powers. This propaganda reached its apex in the radio field, given that this was the communication means that reached the largest number of people and had a degree of influence that was considerably superior to the press or cinema. Radio was the media of choice because 52% of the population were illiterate (Candeias & Simões, 1999) 39 and newspapers tended to arrive late outside the districts of Lisbon and Porto, due to the poor transport connections.
Furthermore, films were only shown in a few cinemas in the major cities and all films had to be authorised by the censorship. Newsreels also had to be approved by the censor and they were frequently edited before being projected.
Shortwave broadcasts on the other hand, besides reaching a larger number of people since the potential audience included the illiterate, were the only media not controlled by the local censorship apparatus, which explains the heavy investment in broadcasts in Portuguese, especially by the Germans and British.
